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Work Continuity Discussion Agenda: Wednesday April 1

11:00 a.m - 11:05 a.m. MT Opening remarks - Heidi Melin, CMO

11:05 a.m.- 11:25 a.m. CEO update - Alex Shootman, CEO

11:25 a.m - 12:20 p.m. Structured discussion - Brent Rudewick, Director of  Product 
Management. 

12:20 p.m. - 12:30 p.m. Wrap up and next steps - Heidi, Becky
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CEO UPDATE

Alex Shootman
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CEO update 

20.1 release update

What Workfront is doing and experiencing as a business

[see recording for Alex’s shared screen of his executive Business Response Dashboard]

Steps we’ve taken as a vendor
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OPEN DISCUSSION

Brent Rudewick

CUSTOMER ADVISORY BOARD
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Pre-read to the CAB 

In preparation for the open discussion, we asked the CAB four questions:

• What are the largest issues you are facing today?

• How are you overcoming those issues/best practices?

• What do you wish you had to help you address these issues?

• Do you have any recommendations on a packaged solution that would help a new team or 
department be effective in the moment?
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Work continuity facilitated discussion :55

Brent Rudewick moderates an expert group discussion on learnings, issues and best practices. Themes in 
response to pre-read feedback.

Topic Time Notes

Culture, employee 
relations

:14

Collaboration
& work management 

facilitation

:14

Ops & prioritization :14

What can help to 
onboard new teams

:14

Summary :03 Keep the conversation going in the CAB private community
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Wrap up and next steps

Heidi, Becky

CUSTOMER ADVISORY BOARD



Launches June 24, 2020 at 8:00am PDT

● Keynote: 8:00am PDT
● Experience Zone: 10:00am PDT
● Breakout Sessions: 10:30am PDT (On-Demand)
● Interactive Networking: Throughout Event



Two Live Events to One Global Virtual Event

Orlando (April)
● 3 Keynotes
● 150+ Sessions
● 400+ Consulting 

1:1 Sessions
● Experience Zone
● Discovery Day
● Analyst Day
● Master Class
● Networking 

events

London (June)
● 2 Keynotes
● 60+ Sessions
● 100+ Consulting 

1:1 Sessions
● Experience Zone
● Discovery Day
● Analyst Day
● Master Class
● Networking 

events

Virtual Event (June)
● 1 Keynote Session

○ Live Broadcast
○ + Pre-recorded Content

● 75+ Breakout Sessions
○ Navigating Uncertain 

Times
○ Technical 
○ Business
○ Executive 
○ Discovery (prospects)

● Virtual Experience Zone
● Virtual Networking
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CAB Community Private Group

CAB Community

• Introducing the CAB Community private 
group

• We’ll post the digest in the CAB Community 
private group

• Continue today’s discussion feedback and 
topics

• Open up topics in broader Workfront One 
community

https://one.workfront.com/s/group/0F90z000000bwHX/workfront-cab%3Fs1oid=00D300000006HBH&s1nid=0DB0z000000XZP2&emkind=chatterGroupMembership&s1uid=0050z000008PjiL&emtm=1585253342877&fromEmail=1&s1ext=0
https://one.workfront.com/s/group/0F90z000000bwHX/workfront-cab%3Fs1oid=00D300000006HBH&s1nid=0DB0z000000XZP2&emkind=chatterGroupMembership&s1uid=0050z000008PjiL&emtm=1585253342877&fromEmail=1&s1ext=0
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● Login to your Workfront One account, change your password, complete the 
onboarding on the home page

● Continue the discussion in the CAB Community private group

Bext Next Actions
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Thank you.
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Appendix.
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Survey Results

CUSTOMER ADVISORY BOARD
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What are the largest issues you are facing today?
● Prioritization - choosing which projects to place on hold

How are you overcoming those issues/best practices?
● Still in a holding pattern. BAU until we hear otherwise to pivot onto 

other POs

What do you wish you had to help you address these issues?
● Collaborative Stack ranking portfolio view with easy-to-use 

criteria/scorecard

Do you have any recommendations on a packaged offering that would 
help a new team or department be effective in the moment?
● Most bases are covered

Google
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What are the largest issues you are facing today?
● Remote collaboration on requirements

How are you overcoming those issues/best practices?
● Still investigating; Microsoft Teams has been a big part of our answer, but 

we’re concerned about the ability to truly elicit good requirements through 
pure video

What do you wish you had to help you address these issues?
● Not sure yet

Do you have any recommendations on a packaged offering that would help a 
new team or department be effective in the moment?
● We’re using MS Teams but would like better whiteboard capabilities

Warner Bros
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What are the largest issues you are facing today?
● Dealing with distractions, uncertainty, and fear - maintaining productivity and focus and work/life 

separation/self-care in the new working paradigm and virus impacted way of working.  Cost pressures.

How are you overcoming those issues/best practices?
● Acknowledging the situation. Communication and direction at the company, leadership, team, and 

individuals.

What do you wish you had to help you address these issues?
● More reliable home network, capacity with meeting conference/telco providers.  
● Online enablement for new and existing Workfront users, e.g. virtual training, virtual user groups, virtual 

happy hours....:-) 
● Resource planning capabilities in Workfront that don't require planned hours. So that we can more easily 

leverage, optimize, and provide flexibility with our resources.

Recommendations that would help a new team or department be effective?
● JLL is currently working on creating this shared selling and onboarding process right now.  We are 

incorporating JLL standards as well as existing use cases with Workfront sales demo process to accelerate 
the process and work together to create efficiencies for Workfront, ePMO, and new teams to get started 
right away.  A way to defer new license and or consulting costs - to address pressures to be cost neutral in 
2020

JLL
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At JLL’s March 27 Technical Excellence forum they asked our CAB questions. The answers here:

● Change Management Support, for end users for application and process changes
○ Communication channels for enabling change

● Marketing teams looking to Shift to more strategic ways of managing work, looking for 
benchmarking on best practices. Categorize and manage workflows for resources, shift to 
program and portfolio management over operational/transactional work

● Ask of the ePMO to organize overall governance steering committee/board to help 
organize sharing best practices and features at JLL (not just technology).
○ Create an overall governance board to inform strategic direction

● Group administration model – share technical model itself to distribute administrative 
functions and capabilities from Sys Admins
○ Group Administrative/champion training model enablement activities from sales cycle, 

through onboarding and for existing users

JLL - con’t
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What are the largest issues you are facing today?
● Helping complex organizations with multiple stakeholders align on what’s needed, 

how to action, how to measure progress/success

How are you overcoming those issues/best practices?
● Relationship mapping, spending time to understand priorities across the 

organization, how decisions are made, how funding is secured, how to activate.

What do you wish you had to help you address these issues?
● More smart resources to focus on our clients most challenging efforts

Do you have any recommendations on a packaged offering that would help a new 
team or department be effective in the moment?
● Package Command Center

Accenture
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Transition to working virtually – a new concept for many.  
● Scaling virtual connection tools (e.g. Conf/Video Calls - MS Teams, Zoom as well as collaboration tools like 

Mural)
● Digital Conferences (e.g. how to replace the large scale meetings with virtual replacements)
● With many managing more personal commitments, may be less time to work… creating a need to work 

more efficiently
● Now seems like a good catalyst to “capture this moment to change how we work forever”

Adapting to be more agile
● As COVID-19 needs evolve so dramatically, there is a greater need to understand, interpret, coordinate, 

and execute
● Maybe there is a way to create some demos on “configuring workfront for a command center”

Reprioritizing work
● Some customers may have a need to do a level of de-prioritization that they may not be used to, as 

COVID-19 takes over
● There may be an opportunity to help clients “manage priorities in a crisis”

Accenture - con’t
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● Add backups to our own profile. So, if I am unreachable, people know where to find help.
● SMS messaging
● Conversation in requests function in real time (no screen refresh required to see someone 

respond). Ability to do so in either mobile or desktop. 
● In conjunction with the previous point, a green light if you are “online” and able to respond in real 

time. Integration with Skype maybe?
● Easily build “On-call” schedules by role
● Macros or like Apple iOS, “Shortcuts” that perform a multi-step function. This would allow us to 

record the process for our weekly upload to finance and automate the process in event our sys 
admin is unavailable

● Initiating instant meetings with people assigned to the project or task
● Easy bulk update of reporting relationships using an offline excel file
● Shared documents (like Google Drive) – so you don’t have to download and re-upload
● Schedule meetings
● Somewhere to put meeting notes, and convert to action items
● Video calls

Boeing
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